David Madore

Quick to spend, slow to save - getting it backwards

Today was another bipolar day for the Clark County Council. All that work over the last 3 years of finding savings, lowering costs, paying off inherited debt, improving county services, paying cash for major improvements, and building cash reserves - is systematically being undone.

Supplemental budgets are for making minor corrections for unforeseen needs in an already approved 2-year budget. Major new expenditures are supp
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HOW'S THAT WORKING OUT FOR YA

The corruption surrounding the CRC extended up the chain of command all the way to the Obama Administration that replaced the top level West Coast leaders of the Coast Guard who refused to compromise the 100+ year core mission of protecting America's navigable waters.

Here's an example of a text message from my iPhone in response to a current public records request. His personal contact information has been redacted. Click to enlarge
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Reminder This Facebook page is not county owned, is not county regulated, and is not county business

Anyone wishing to conduct county business needs to do so using county resources and county email accounts, not this site. This is a citizen online newspaper site that shall not submit to calls for government compliance.

For those offended by this site sending emails to Clark County Council members calling for government regulation and forced compliance, know that this content is protected by the First Amendment. That freedom of the press and freedom of speech will not be yielded up under any circumstances. Intolerance will not be tolerated here.

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances." — Bill of Rights

We are Americans and we speak our minds as we see fit!
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